STRIKE WEEK FOR EARTH

From 20th to 27th of September an Earth Strike Week is convoked all over the world. This time the proposal goes beyond a student strike and wants to also cover workplaces.

Mothers for Climate and Teachers For Future Spain support this international event that will coincide with the United Nations Climate Action Summit 2019, as we know that international organizations are increasingly responding to citizen pressure to establish their priorities. Since the alarming report of the IPCC on last October 2018 until the recent news about the melting of permafrost 70 years ahead of schedule, going through the latest UN report on biodiversity the escalation of information that confirmed the seriousness of the situation has been unstoppable. On the other hand, more and more hopeful measures are being taken, such as the declaration of Climate Emergency in more than 620 jurisdictions throughout the world; the new regulation of the Basel Convention on the export of non-recyclable plastic, and the pressures of the European Union to its member countries to increase the ambition of its Energy and Climate Plans (among which Spain has stood out positively).

The situation is critical, but the path we are taking is encouraging. We invite you to join us and be part of this worldwide movement. To begin, you can participate in the Earth Strike Week with the following proposals

-Doing **microactions** in your school. These actions are non-disruptive and easy to implement, since we know that the beginning of the school year is always complex. We propose the following microactions:
  - Monday 23: Keep a minute of silence for the Earth
- Tuesday 24: Wear a green shirt at school
- Wednesday 25: screening the documentary Before the Flood, which we can provide through Teachers For Future Spain (in Spain)
- Thursday 26: make posters for the Climate
- Friday the 27th: make a break at school's playground with the posters made.

Spreading as far as possible, through the Social Networks the microactions that you make, and labeling Mothers for the Climate and Teachers for Future Spain so we can find you.

Participating in Strike for the Earth on Friday, September 27 either attending the planned manifestation, allowing students and teachers to attend without risk of penalty, or making a symbolic break at your center.

We hope this letter may be of your interest.

Sincerely,

Mothers for Climate.
Families for Climate
Teachers For Future Spain